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Author's response to reviews:

The editors
BMC Public Health
17 March 2011

Re MS: 5470133514468596, Formatting changes required:

Major revisions

(1) Author list: have now been written exactly as they are in the submission system
(2) Abstract: is presented in the manuscript and matches exactly what is in the submission system
(3) Authors' contributions: now indicate that all competent authors have read and approved the final manuscript. E Prof Lumley has retired and is not well enough to undertake a final approval.
(4) Table 3: has been reformatted. It has been very difficult to do this, so I hope it is now OK.

Minor revisions

1. Title page: the author list, affiliations and email addresses have now been presented separately
2. Highlighting/tracking: has been removed
3. Introduction: has been renamed 'Background'.
4. Authors' contributions: have been formatted into a paragraph
5. Acknowledgements: is now a heading after the conflicting interests’ statement.
6. Blank pages: have been removed.
7. Typography: has been checked thanks

Sincerely

Angela Taft